Money 101: When shopping goes wrong

By LISA WAREHAM

Andrea Meldrum didn’t need any shoes, but she bought three pairs of the same style anyhow. The Idaho Avenue shoe shop, a Freshman, bought the pink and purple for less than $4 a pair, so that’s what she bought. She was only going to school two days a week.

Meldrum said the tax pass was a success and the other two pairs were necessary for the extra days of school. She said her decision was based on availability of shoes, but also the price of shoes.

Without these shoes, she would not have been able to go to school.
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Congress to take up growing problem of identity theft
WASHINGTON — A growing outcry over security breaches at giant financial companies has prompted Congress to consider new laws to protect consumers with a fist. They could include a rewrite of a privacy bill that failed last year.

Terrorists and identity thieves are the latest news to stir alarm in Congress. But some lawmakers argue that legislation to protect Americans from identity theft is long overdue. At least 700,000 people were四个方面遭到了攻击。六个相关的组织机构各自有其特点，共同构成了一个庞大的信息网络。这些信息可能会成为某个组织的敏感数据。

One of those victims, Sarah Eilts of Colorado, was told by her bank that her personal data had been used to open two credit cards in her name and name of her husband.

"Prisons will have been using this around in this discussion and ding with insights in the media, the general public," said David C. Aprigliano, chairman of the board of directors for the American Bankers Association. "We have to send the message that identity theft is a very real and serious problem.

To the contrary, many believed the public will be more skeptical if the government is seen as the source of information about identity theft.

The proposals would also help consumers share their personal data with state and local governments, and mandate that financial institutions report all suspicious activity that pertains to fraud.

"The issue is not going to go away," said Aprigliano. "We have to send the message that identity theft is a very real and serious problem."

But others said the proposals were not enough.

"This is a very real and serious problem. We have to do more," said Aprigliano. "We have to make sure that the agencies have the resources to take on the problem of identity theft."

The Senate proposal would also empower consumers to request access to their personal data and require financial institutions to report all suspicious activity that pertains to fraud.
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She said there is another illegal marketing strategy called psychological discounting. This is when a business creates the prices on items with the intent to create a customer base.

"McGinn said she thought there was a lot of confusion because the price was discounted and the price was not as advertised in the store. She added that she was just trying to get the price down to what the item was worth. She believes that the SBA has been trying to cut down on the price of the item.

"If they don't want to begin this project right now, they won't do it," she said.

McGinn said she has seen the store price the item too high to benefit the student body. She added that the store's business model is to get the student body to pay more than what they are worth.

"If the student body can't benefit, they don't want to do it," she said.

McGinn said she has been working on this project for three years because she thinks it will be a benefit to the students.

"It would be a better deal for the student body."

She also encouraged that the store price the item down at the store.

"And I would like to come back to the store to be able to get something in return," she said. "I think it would be a better deal for the student body."

McGinn said that the store should price the item down to benefit the student body.
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Police say don’t be a victim of the work-at-home scams

by Conacia Reynolds

ARCHBISHOP STAFF

If it sounds too good to be true, 1-800-001-0009 or any other phone number to get a job from home might be just that. A recent FBI warning about a variety of phone scams targeting residents of Idaho warns that anyone who falls for these schemes may be the target of a scam.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Idaho Attorney General’s Office are warning consumers about a variety of phone scams targeting residents of Idaho.

"We definitely want to know if the student got paid out of a job is real," said the FBI.

Classic work-at-home scams include sales pitches, selling products over the phone, or selling work-at-home opportunities. The scammers will often promise quick returns, but the victim will eventually be asked to pay for materials or shipping fees.

"Work-at-home schemes are legitimate, but there are also scams involved," said the FBI.

All they have to do is receive, reship and mail merchandise and take money. The question is, what they don't know is that the material is shipped for free, with an order on thesaurus.com. In one case, according to the FBI, the scam was a part of a frozen operation, sending and mailing frozen steaks, the fraudulent operation. Will also.

Cpl. Clint Wilmot, the crime prevention officer at the Brooklyn Center, said that the form of protection is getting educated on the matter.

An arrest warrant was sent out by the department last week listing several arrests of work-at-home scams.

"People don't fall for it," said the FBI.

New UI dance floor will benefit students, community

by Kimberly Wells

ARCHBISHOP STAFF

Slipped feet will soon be a thing of the past in the classroom, as a new floor is installed in the physical education building. The new floor will be purchased with the help of a $9,000 grant from the University of Idaho Community Foundation.

The university’s Physical Education Department, under the leadership of Director Charles L. Cook, has been working on the project for several years. The floor is an 8,000 square-foot, state-of-the-art dance floor that will be available for student use.

The new floor will be installed in the Physical Education Building, replacing the old hardwood floor that was installed in 1958. The new floor will provide a safer and more comfortable environment for students participating in activities such as basketball, volleyball, and gymnastics.

The new floor is made of a special rubberized material that is designed to absorb shock and reduce the risk of injury. It is also easier to maintain and clean than the old floor.

"We are very excited about the new floor," said Cook. "It will provide a much safer and more comfortable environment for our students."
CJ's owner needs to come back to Earth

Byline: Debra Roderick, owner of CJ's.

CJ's needs to come back to Earth. This is my way of saying that Debra Roderick, owner of CJ's, should do what she needs to come back to Earth.

CJ's has been in business for many years, and it has been a staple of the community. However, in recent years, the restaurant has been struggling to keep up with the changing tastes of its customers.

One of the main problems with CJ's is that it has not kept up with the changes in the restaurant industry. It still serves the same old, same old dishes that it has been serving for years. This makes it difficult for the restaurant to attract new customers.

Another problem with CJ's is that it has not kept up with the changes in the technology industry. It still uses the same old equipment and software that it has been using for years. This makes it difficult for the restaurant to keep its customers' information secure.

In order to come back to Earth, CJ's needs to make some changes. It needs to start by updating its menu, so that it offers a wider variety of dishes. It also needs to start by updating its technology, so that it can offer its customers a better experience.

If CJ's does not make these changes, it will continue to struggle and eventually go out of business. So, I urge Debra Roderick to come back to Earth and make the necessary changes.
Blues legend to play Spokane Opera House

BY TOM DAVES
ARTS&LIFE

The King of the Blues is back, and ready to bring Spokane to its knees. B.B. King, along with his beloved guitar," Lucille," will be playing Wednesday at the Big Sky Inn. Tickets are $35.00 and $45.00.

"Aside from being a legend, B.B. King is the defining character in the entire blues genre," said Matt Gibson, marketing director for the Big Sky Inn. "He's one of those guys who you absolutely have to go see at least once in your life, if you can."

"Yeah, I saw B.B. King do a show once," King is also one of the few original electric bluesmen still alive, let alone touring and recording. He turns 80 this year. His age does not affect his musical abilities in any way. He still plays as strong as ever," tour producer Brian Martin said.

King's capabilities on stage have put him into an elite category of musicians of the last half-century. He stands as one of the most influential performers of the blues genre. He has a unique touch in the instrument, and is widely known for his polished tone and his instantly recognized vibrato. His unique style has influenced many performers from Eric Clapton to Stevie Ray Vaughan.

精密transcription of the text.

"Dance Dance Revolution" sweeps arcades and dorm rooms alike.

BY MELISSA FLORY
ARTS&LIFE

A female student strolls into Burger's arcade with a $5 bill. She exchanges her $5 worth of rolled nickels for $75 quarters at the front counter. She then plops five quarters on the " DDR" machine, pats the button labeled " Step, Step, Step," and begins to "dance." "Dance Dance Revolution." " DDR," released in Japan in 1999, the game came to the United States in 2000, and is now available as an arcade game, and in Sony PlayStation (PS2), Nintendo GameCube, and Microsoft PC versions. The mainstream interest behind the game is Dance Revolution, a dance-based video game that came out in Japan's Digital Entertainment, or "D-Entertainment." " DDR" provides the music for the game.

The newest arcade version of " DDR," is located in Burger's in Moscow's Palouse Mall.

More game manager Sam Whipple, a senior broadcast major from the University of Idaho, said he has seen groups of people surrounding the game while waiting for their turns to play. On a typical weekday, about 20-25 people play " DDR" every hour. Whipple said the game is played mostly during lunch hours and it seems like the students play the game. Whipple said it is more popular among junior and high school age groups, but the game seems to have a following among college students, as well. "It's about $30 a week," Whipple said.

" DDR" has some unique features. " DDR" lets the player play a song as if it's a video game and the player uses movement and dance to play the game. "They're doing more than just tapping their thumbs or moving a joystick," Whipple said.

"They have the use of body motions," Whipple said and one particular feature is that the game just begins to exercise. He said if a person wanted to go into a dance," " DDR" would be a reasonable form of exercise to go along with the game. "I use the word exercise, but it can be anything," Whipple said.

Kingston, a sophomore communications major, plays the game with his roommates, and they enjoy it very much. He said he needed to play " DDR" once, but now he only plays, about a dollar a week on it.

"It just like the music," Kingston said. "It's easy to do, and it's something that I can do while I'm hanging out with my friends and pick up usually."

Most people know about " DDR" for this school-based center, and against other arcades it's a good form of exercise. He said he wants to play " DDR" as they play it is a good form of exercise and " DDR" " is just a lot of fun." He said he thought it was a good form of exercise and " DDR" is just a good form of exercise.

" DDR" is the newest game to be introduced to the arcade, because if you play it enough, you can get to know the songs better and some of the songs better. Whipple said Kingston makes about 500 dollars a week on the game.

" DDR"" is a unique game that is played on a computer," Whipple said. "It's different from other games, because it's actually a game that you are physically involved in. It's a game that you are actually moving around, and not just sitting down and clicking things."

"I think it's really fun," Whipple said. "It actually makes me feel a lot better." Whipple said, "Mostly because I only play $200 and the game and food print. He said he would spend more money on food and drink if they were more available."

See DANCE, Page 7

Student life caught in Web

BY JOE ROSE
ARTS&LIFE

The University of Idaho is now in the cyber-stream with internet service. With each passing week, the number of students on campus who have internet access has increased. University officials believe the university's website will play a significant role in the future of the campus.

Once registered on the university's website, students can access certain information about the campus. They can access information such as class schedules and course information. Students can also access information about the university's website. They can find information about courses and classes of interest.

"I think the site is popular because it is a great way to access the information," said Chris Hughes, coordinator of the website. "The site provides a way to access the information in different ways, but in general, all students who access the site to read information on their own, to make connections to play a video game, and to communicate with others.

Once registered on the university's website, students can access certain information about the campus. They can access information such as class schedules and course information. Students can also access information about the university's website. They can find information about courses and classes of interest.
The Whole" is a whole lot of something
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The Whole" is something.

The book's central character, Anthony, is the former MTV VJ who is
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CAN'T AFFORD a GEORGE.
Mitchell, Faurholt carry Vandals into semis
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In the last round of a three-day tournament, the Washington High School baseball team defeated Desert Hills High School Wednesday and tied for first place at the Desert Blues Classic in Las Vegas.

The game was played at the Palm Valley Golf Course, where a school record of 29,500 spectators turned out to see the game.


**SPORTSCalendar**

**Saturday**

Utah State at the NCAA indoor Track & Field Championships, Fayetteville, Ark.

Utah men's and women's teams of Utica College, Washington State University, and Boise State.

**Sunday**

Utah men's and women's teams of Utah State University, Washington State University, and Boise State.

**Monday**

Utah men's and women's teams of Pac-10 basketball, Los Angeles, Calif.

Utah men's and women's teams of Boise State University.

**SPORTSkEY**

**Fencing club president wins tournament**

Utah Union fencing club president Byron King won the men's event and another fencer from the club won the women's event at the 2012 NCAA Fencing Championships in Salt Lake City.

**Golf**

The University of Utah men's golf team tied for 18th place in the 2012 NCAA Men's Golf Championships at the Briggs Ranch Golf Club in San Antonio.

**SaTURDaY**

Utah's 3rd baseman, Brandon Canseco, was named to the NCAA baseball tournament's all-tournament team.

**SUNDaY**

Utah's 2nd baseman, Tim Duncan, was named to the NCAA baseball tournament's all-tournament team.
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Busch’s Truex is one junior on upswing

PERYSVILLE, Wis. (AP) - Mike Montgomery of the baseball team staff for the Chicago Cubs gave some tips to one of the Cubs’ prospects, a young player from Wisconsin who was interested in pursuing a career in professional baseball. Montg...